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MAITLAND COMMUNITY SAFETY PLAN
The wellbeing and vitality of the local community depend on
levels of safety and social cohesion. The provision of a safe
and stable environment that allows economic enterprise,
community participation and cultural life to flourish is
fundamental to the vision of Maitland City Council.

AIMS AND OBJECTIVES
The initiatives outlined in the Maitland Community Safety Plan aim to decrease the prevalence of malicious damage, and
to reduce levels of alcohol-induced antisocial behaviour often identified as being a factor in their occurrence. The Maitland
Community Safety Plan will achieve this aim through the following objectives:

The Maitland Community Safety Plan is the strategy through

• Introduce and advocate for targeted strategies that contribute to the reduction of levels of crime and offending behaviour in
the Maitland LGA.

which Maitland City Council will coordinate its efforts

• Improve the feeling of safety and security in the community.

to produce and encourage a safer and more inclusive

• Develop and support partnerships between Council, the police and the community to establish joint responsibility for
community safety.

community.
The core principles of community safety seek to address
quality of life for residents, improve social cohesion, and
build the capacity for the community to interact in ways that
reduce both the risk of crime, and its harmful effects.
This document outlines the initiatives that Maitland City
Council is committed to developing and delivering over
the three years from 2013-2016. It is the product of policy
and literature research, statistical, demographic and crime
data analysis, community consultation and stakeholder
engagement.
The Maitland Community Safety Plan provides a critically
informed, consultative and locally-specific strategic
approach to addressing two primary community safety
issues in the Maitland local government area.
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CRIME PREVENTION AND COMMUNITY SAFETY

PRINCIPLES OF THE MAITLAND COMMUNITY SAFETY PLAN

What is the role of local government in crime prevention?

The Maitland Community Safety Plan is grounded in the belief that community safety is best

The police and the criminal law courts are the primary elements in maintaining law and order in
communities. However, local government has a key role to play in situational and social crime
prevention.

achieved through the following principles:
• Collaborative effort across a wide range of community groups and stakeholders.
• A multi-faceted strategy that incorporates situational, social, developmental, and traditional

The appropriate and effective response to crime in the community is through approaches that
integrate traditional law enforcement with expanded local and collaborative participation in the
maintenance of safer communities and environments.
Over the last 20 years the dominant approach to crime management has evolved from reactive
‘control’ models to current understandings of ‘whole of community’ preventative methods. These
changes reflect a growing awareness that crime and incivility occur as part of everyday activities
and routines.
Accordingly, efforts to reduce crime must similarly be part of a community response, and are

approaches to crime prevention.
• A strategic approach to partnerships for addressing community safety.
• A program of implementation that incorporates measurable indicators for evaluating success.
• Council integrating community safety strategies and initiatives within broader strategic planning
and delivery of services.

STRUCTURE OF THE MAITLAND COMMUNITY SAFETY PLAN

therefore a shared responsibility. There is strong evidence that an approach that engages with
crime in its everyday contexts can be a highly effective strategy.

The Maitland Community Safety Plan identifies the local area crime priority, and outlines the
implementation and evaluation of initiatives designed to address it. Summary tables of all

The safest communities are not those with the highest levels of policing, but those where the

initiatives are found at the end of the Plan.

community takes an active stake in ensuring levels of safety. It is vitally important that community
networks are enabled and strengthened, and that social cohesion is understood as a foundation

The MCSP provides a summary of the evidence-base underlying these initiatives through

of safe and inclusive communities.

demographic and crime profiles, and key findings from the community consultation.

In this way the Maitland Community Safety Plan (MCSP) seeks to move beyond reactive and

The MCSP also includes recommendations that will improve Council’s capacity to implement crime

punitive models of law and order to embrace productive, sustainable and collaborative

prevention through design as part of a holistic approach to creating safer community places.

approaches.
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DEMOGRAPHIC SNAPSHOT OF MAITLAND
The Maitland Local Government Area (LGA) is located in the heart of the Lower Hunter
Valley, around the flood plains of the Hunter and Paterson Rivers. It has a total area of
396km2 and incorporates the City of Maitland, from Woodberry in the east to Lochinvar in
the west. The Maitland LGA is located in close proximity to major transport links including
road and rail, the coastal and wine-growing areas of the Hunter, and the industrial and
commercial centres of Newcastle and Sydney.
Maitland’s population has an age structure with a greater proportion of young people, and
less older people, than the NSW state average (abs 2011). Children and young people (ages
0-24) make up 35.4% of the population, while 12.7% are aged 65 or over.

Figure 2: Map of the Maitland Local Government Area
Figure 1: Age profile of Maitland (abs 2011)
Growth in the Maitland population is headed by net migration increase in the ‘25-34’
and ‘35-54’ year age groups. This growth is being drawn primarily from Sydney, Lake
Macquarie and Newcastle, highlighting Maitland’s emergence as a leading regional centre
and desirable place to live and do business. Maitland’s cultural diversity is increasing.
The historically traditional ethnic groups remain prominent. Yet, 7.6% of the population
were born overseas, and 3.1% from non- English speaking backgrounds. Over 3.5% of the
population are of Indigenous heritage.
Major commercial centres exist at East Maitland, Greenhills and Rutherford, in complement
to a Central Business District of heritage significance, and currently undergoing urban
renewal. Maitland has expanding industrial employment lands located in Thornton,
Rutherford and surrounding areas.
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According to the latest available data, people in Maitland work primarily in: manufacturing
(11.7%), health care and social services (11.6%), retail services (11.5%); construction (8.3%),
education and training (7.1%); and accommodation and food services (6.6%). 47.2% of
the population have no post-school education qualifications, while 18.5% have graduate
qualifications or higher.

Maitland is the fastest growing non-metropolitan urban area in
New South Wales.
With a residential population of 69,646 (2011 abs),
This growth represents a 9% increase since 2006.

CRIME PROFILE OF THE MAITLAND LGA
Like any community, Maitland experiences a range of crimes and anti-social behaviours.
Recorded crime statistics reveal the categories of crime that are most prominent in the

Table 1: Significant local crime categories and trends
INCIDENTS
2011

2 YEAR
TREND

3 YEAR
TREND

5 YEAR
TREND

Assault – non-domestic violence

364

-17.8%

stable

stable

Assault – domestic violence

294

stable

stable

stable

Break and Enter – dwelling

398

stable

stable

stable

Steal from dwelling

323

stable

stable

stable

If the 2-year trend is considered, most crime categories in fact register as stable. The

Steal from vehicle

725

stable

stable

stable

standout trends relate to significant downward tendencies in both ‘non-domestic violence

Steal from retail

222

stable

stable

+9.2%

assault’ (down 17.8%), and ‘liquor offences’ (down 17.9%). A longer 5-year trend identifies

Malicious Damage

1297

stable

stable

+6%

a slightly different picture: ‘malicious damage’, ‘liquor offences’, ‘threatening behaviour’ and

Threatening Behaviour

410

stable

+19.7%

+11.1%

‘retail theft’ are increased in that timeframe.

Liquor Offences

64

-17.9%

stable

+23%

Maitland LGA.
Table 1 summarises crime data from the NSW Bureau of Crime Statistics and Research
(BOCSAR) for the period 2007-2011, identifying trends and categories of locally significant
crime.

With the exception of retail theft, these crime categories frequently occur in public space
environments where local government is capable of exercising some influence. This is a key
consideration in the selection of the local area crime priority.
Further clarification is provided by considering the rate of incidents in comparison to the

CRIME CATEGORY

Source: NSW Bureau of Crime Statistics and Research 2011

Table 2: How Maitland compares
CRIME CATEGORY

RATE/100,000 PEOPLE

RANKING

NSW

MAITLAND

512.5.8

517.8

60

NSW average, and the ranking of Maitland among the local government areas in NSW. See

Assault – non-domestic violence

Table 2.

Assault – domestic violence

370.7

418.2

57

Break and Enter – dwelling

544.9

566.2

50

Steal from dwelling

287.8

459.5

32

Steal from vehicle

352.2

1031.4

13

286

315.8

30

In 2011, Maitland exceeded the NSW incident rate/100,000 people in each of the listed
crime categories, except liquor offences. This indicates that while many trends are stable,
the incident rate of reported crime is still relatively high.

Steal from retail

However, the NSW Bureau of Crime Statistics and Research data ranks Maitland within the

Malicious Damage

1200.8

1845.1

28

worst 30 LGAs of NSW in relation to only two crime categories: ‘steal from motor vehicle’

Threatening Behaviour

406.6

583.2

37

and ‘malicious damage’.

Liquor Offences

223.4

91.0

111

Source: NSW Bureau of Crime Statistics and Research 2011
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ENGAGING THE COMMUNITY
Maitland City Council has undertaken extensive consultation in developing the Community
Safety Plan. This community consultation program included:

445 people were involved in the Community Safety Plan Survey:

• A community safety survey

65.9% female, 34.1% male

• Focus groups with community members (including specific community sectors of older
people, young people and the culturally and linguistically diverse)

14.5% under 30 years, 65.8% 30-60 years, 19.9% over 60 years
32.4% low-income, 39.4% middle-income, 28.3% high income

• Strategic workshops with key partners and stakeholders
The community consultation program commenced with discussions with officers of
the NSW Police Local Area Command (LAC) to ascertain current crime priorities across
the Maitland Local Government Area. The direct experiences and perspectives of the
community were then sought through a range of consultation tools developed and
delivered between June 2011 and March 2012.
The centrepiece of the community consultation was a community safety survey which was
widely distributed through both online and traditional print methods. The response to the
survey was significant with 445 members of the community participating. Survey responses
came from across the LGA, broadly corresponding to the distribution of population (see
Figure 2).
The scope of the survey was complemented by a targeted inquiry into the personal
experiences of community members in relation to themes of risk and safety in their
everyday lives. Ten focus groups were held with community members drawn from all walks
of life. Special attention was paid to those community sectors with unique or complex
experiences of risk and safety.
The information drawn from these consultations were analysed to identify the needs of
the community. The crime prevention initiatives and activities outlined in this plan were
then developed through strategic workshops and discussions with key partners and
stakeholders.
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Figure 3: Distribution of community safety survey respondents

LIST OF CONSULTED PARTNERS AND STAKEHOLDERS
NSW Dept. of Juvenile Justice 		

NSW Police LAC

Maitland Liquor Accord			

Maitland PCYC

Maitland Business Chamber 		

Carrie’s Place Refuge

Maitland Family Support Services 		

Family Insight

Maitland Neighbourhood Centre		

Youth Development Officer

KEY THEMES FROM THE CONSULTATION
The Community Safety Survey provided the opportunity to share experiences of crime and
anti-social behaviour, risk factors related to public spaces, major issues in neighbourhoods,
and the ways in which inclusive community was actively promoted.

SAFE AND UNSAFE PLACES

The Community Safety Focus Groups explored the fear of crime, the socio-cultural
dimensions of risk, and personal and collective strategies for reducing opportunity and
exposure to crime. This section briefly describes some key themes from these consultations.

security. The top two responses for each type of place are shown in Table 4.

EXPERIENCES OF CRIME AND ANTI-SOCIAL BEHAVIOUR
The majority of survey respondents felt there had been no change in levels of safety in the
last two years (63.8%), and 32.6% felt levels of safety had worsened. Only 3.6% reported an
improved level of safety.
While 63% of participants had not been the victim of a crime in the last two years, 44% had
personally witnessed anti-social behaviour five or more times in the same period.
The most frequently experienced crimes and anti-social behaviours identified in the survey
are listed in Table 3. These findings corroborate the crime data, and highlight malicious
damage and alcohol related anti-social behaviour as community priorities.

Malicious Damage

29.3%

TOP 5 MOST IDENTIFIED
ANTI-SOCIAL BEHAVIOURS
Drunk and Disorderly
13.7%

Steal from dwelling

14.5%

Threatening Behaviour

12.2%
11.2%

Threatening Behaviour

13%

Property Damage/Graffiti

Steal from vehicle

8.2%

Physical Aggression

10%

Assault (non-DV)

7.4%

Swearing

7.7%

Survey participants stated that they felt included in their community:
Often – 17.5%, occasionally – 44.9%, rarely – 30.6%, never – 7%
Survey participants who have been the victim of a crime in the last 2 years:
Never – 62.9%, once – 19.1%, twice – 10.6%, three times – 4.5%,
four or more – 2.9%
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Table 4: Feelings of risk and safety in some common places
PLACE

TOP RANKED RESPONSE

SECOND RANKED RESPONSE

In own home

Very Comfortable

53.5%

Mostly Comfortable

35.7%

Public Places (day)

Mostly Comfortable

55.4%

Very Comfortable

28.3%

Public Places (night)

Sometimes Anxious

50.2%

Very Anxious

29.2%

Shopping Centres

Mostly Comfortable

53%

Very Comfortable

24.2%

Train Stations/ Bus Stops

Sometimes Anxious

48.4%

Mostly Comfortable

26.4%

Night-time Venues

Mostly Comfortable

46%

Sometimes Anxious

36.7%

ISSUES IN THE LOCAL NEIGHBOURHOOD

Table 3: Most cited crimes and antisocial behaviours
TOP 5 MOST IDENTIFIED CRIMES

Participants were asked to rank different places in relation to their feelings of anxiety and

p8

Survey respondents identified the main issues they perceived in their own local
neighbourhoods that contribute to feelings of risk and perceptions of danger. They also
ranked the extent of seriousness of each identified issue. The results are listed in the
following table:

Table 5: Local issues and perceived level of seriousness
NEIGHBOURHOOD ISSUE

LEVEL OF SERIOUSNESS

%

Speeding Motor Vehicles

Frequent and Serious issue

44.8%

Litter

Sometimes an Issue

47.5%

Misuse of Alcohol

Sometimes an Issue

46.6%

Noise

Sometimes an Issue

45%

Underage Drinking

Sometimes an Issue

36.5%

CRIME PREVENTION ACTION PLAN
This section presents the crime prevention strategies central to the Maitland Community
Safety Plan. Within an evidence-based approach to crime project priorities must
reflect actual instances of crime. However, community issues identified throughout the
consultation process are also significant factors, and have been taken into account in
selecting the crime priorities.
Data on local patterns of crime for the period 2009-2011 provide a detailed understanding
of who is participating in local crime, those who are affected by it, and where and when
it most frequently occurs. Analysis of these trends, patterns and profiles is crucial to
developing a crime prevention strategy that is tailored to the local issues, and that is more
likely to be effective.
A multi-faceted approach to crime prevention involves implementing strategies across
a spectrum of action. Traditional approaches to law enforcement and crime prevention
remain effective means of increasing community safety.
Situational crime prevention focuses on reducing the opportunities for crime in a given
location by increasing the effort and risk associated with offending, and decreasing the
rewards of a crime.
A social development approach to crime prevention targets the social contexts of
crime such as socio-economic conditions, engagement with the education system, peer
association and (lack of) community connection.

Focus Group comments on feelings of
safety in public space:
“More people out and about, vibrant places, active places” (Female, 21-30)
“The state of surroundings (clean and tidy or general disarray, damage
and graffiti)”. (Male, 41-50)
“Good lighting and the visible presence of police and
security guards” (Female, 51-60)
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SELECTION OF THE LOCAL CRIME PRIORITY
The Maitland Community Safety Plan targets Malicious Damage. Maitland has an incident
rate of malicious damage far exceeding the NSW state average. Malicious damage is
a concern for both residents and businesses: It destroys property, infrastructure and
community confidence alike.
The role of alcohol as a factor often implicated in cases of malicious damage, particularly in
commercial precincts and late at night, suggests alcohol-related anti-social behaviour as a
complementary focus for the Maitland Community Safety Plan.

MALICIOUS DAMAGE: SITUATIONAL ANALYSIS
Malicious damage comprises deliberate and intentional damage to either public or private

According to Police LAC crime data for 2011, nearly half of all instances of malicious damage

property in both the built and natural environments, and includes graffiti vandalism.

occur on residential premises (46.7%). However, the same data identifies 46.2% of malicious
damage incidents as non-domestic violence related. This suggests residential property is

Crime is not randomly distributed, but occurs in specific locations due to a range of factors.

frequently the target of random vandalism in the city centres of the Maitland LGA.

Situational analysis reveals patterns in the location and offender/victim profiles, and
identifies contributing local environmental factors. The location of a crime can be registered

Other prominent premises types for malicious damage are public spaces (18.1%) and

at two levels: the suburb, and the specific setting or ‘premises type’.

business/commercial premises (14.5%). Micro-location data and anecdotal evidence both
indicate that non-residential city centre vandalism occurs along pedestrian routes linking

The BOCSAR hotspot map for malicious damage (2010), below, shows the major locations

sites of activity (such as shopping centres, transport nodes and licensed premises) without

for malicious damage are Central Maitland (17%), Rutherford (16%), and East Maitland

adequate lighting.

(10%). Graffiti vandalism registers a comparable geography with Central Maitland (30%) and
GLENDON BROOK

Rutherford (8%) the main locations.

MARTINS CREEK

Singleton

14-17 years (19.3%); 18-21 years (25.9%); and 30-39 years (19.3%).

PATERSON

TheLegend
majority of reported malicious damage incidents occur on a Friday and Saturday, and

LAMBS VALLEY
GLEN OAK
BRANXTON

most frequently between 6pm-9pm (23.6%), 3pm-6pm (22.1%) and 9pm-12am (19.4%).

High density hotspot

DUNS CREEK

TOCAL

varies, but 2011 Police LAC data recorded three primary age brackets:

Malicious damage
to property

Dungog

WEBBERS CREEK

STANHOPE

Maitland
The
age of offenders
LGA hotspot map 2010

CLARENCE TOWN

VACY

Medium density hotspot

Across the week these timeframes correlate to two key factors: after school hours and the

DALWOOD

Low density hotspot

HILLSBOROUGH

BRANXTON

ROSEBROOK

Hotspots indicate areas of
high crime density (number
of incidents per 50m by 50m)
relative to crime concentrations
across NSW. Hotspots are not
adjusted for the number of
residents and visitors in the
area and thus may not reflect
the risk of victimisation.

evening trading hours of the Maitland area licensed premises.
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LECONFIELD
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BUTTERWICK
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Analysis therefore suggests two distinct patterns underlying malicious damage in the

WOODVILLE
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Maitland LGA. The first is a timeframe and offender profile associated with underage youth
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BOLWARRA HEIGHTS
WALLALONG
ABERGLASSLYN
OAKHAMPTON
LARGS
OAKHAMPTON HEIGHTS
RUTHERFORD
PHOENIX PARK
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X% Percentage of incidents in the

and linked to graffiti vandalism. The second is malicious damage correlated in time and

LGA located in the hotspot

16

LORN

ALLANDALE
FARLEY

BISHOPS BRIDGE

RAWORTH
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10
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space with the trading hours of licensed premises. This pattern exhibits a strong link to the
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OSTERLEY
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MORPETH

TELARAH
PITNACREE
HORSESHOE BEND
MOUNT DEE MAITLAND
TENAMBIT
SOUTH MAITLAND
EAST MAITLAND

Each LGA has a different
number of incidents. This
percentage is therefore unique
to the LGA in which the hotspot
is located. Hotspots that cross
LGA boundaries are divided by
the boundary and have a different
percentage for each LGA. For
more information on the total
number of incidents, refer to the
Bureau's webpage for each LGA.

consumption of alcohol.
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Figure 4: Locations 9of malicious damage in Maitland (2010)
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CRIME PREVENTION ACTIONS AND IMPLEMENTATION
The Crime Prevention Action Plan comprises interventions designed to reduce the

1. PUBLIC SPACE CLOSED CIRCUIT TELEVISION (CCTV) SYSTEMS

opportunity and prevalence of malicious damage, and to target associated patterns of

Council is exploring options to install public space CCTV networks in the Maitland Heritage
Mall and Rutherford Commercial Precinct. These project locations are recognised malicious
damage hot-spots, with ongoing issues of anti-social behaviour. Research suggests that
establishment of a public-space CCTV network can function as a useful deterrent against
vandalism and, through partnerships with police, assist in the detection and prosecution of
those involved in malicious damage and alcohol-related disorder.

alcohol-related antisocial behaviour. The initiatives include a range of projects, programs,
and advocacy initiatives.
In conjunction these avenues work to address actual rates of crime, and perceived levels
of risk and safety. These initiatives will be delivered over the three years of the Maitland
Community Safety Plan:
• Year 1 – Financial Year 2013/2014
• Year 2 – Financial Year 2014/2015
• Year 3 – Financial Year 2015/2016

The feasibility of a CCTV network in the Maitland Heritage Mall will be examined, and occur
concurrent with High Street Mall redevelopment master planning being undertaken as
part of CBD renewal. A safety audit of Rutherford Commercial Precinct has been produced
in partnership between Police LAC and Rutherford stakeholders. Council will assess
the findings of this report to determine the suitability of CCTV as part of a coordinated
community safety response.
The installation of CCTV has high levels of support from the Maitland Police and Maitland
Business Chamber. Council will further consult with these stakeholders to establish the
appropriate format for public space CCTV in Maitland CBD and Rutherford.

Projects and Programs
The projects and programs that make up the core of the action plan focus primarily on
public spaces such as streets, malls and areas surrounding shopping centres, youth spaces
and recreational areas, and the vicinity surrounding licensed premises. The projects and
programs are:
1. Public Space CCTV Networks

The objective of the public space CCTV projects is to achieve a 10% reduction in incidents
of malicious damage in Maitland Heritage Mall and Rutherford Commercial Precinct. The
expected outcome of these projects will be reduced environmental damage in these
locations, and a contributory increase in perceptions of safety and community confidence.

Focus Group PARTICIPANT comments on CCTV:

2. Graffiti Management Strategy
3. Drinking in Public Youth Spaces Interventions
4. Managing Intoxication around Licensed Premises Project

“It’s not a magic bullet, but would it help to have CCTV in some of the places

5. Youth Space Activation

where trouble seems to happen regularly?”

6. Commercial Precinct Youth Protocols

(Female, 31-40)

7. Alcohol Availability and Density Advocacy Initiative

“Better lighting and surveillance cameras. Might not stop it, but will help
police catch them”.
(Male, 21-30)
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2. GRAFFITI MANAGEMENT STRATEGY
Graffiti vandalism is a common form of malicious damage within the Maitland area. While
some forms of graffiti can constitute public art, graffiti vandalism can have highly negative
social effects and cost implications. Graffiti vandalism can signal social disorder, and is
frequently identified as an indicator of risky environments, particularly for those outside of
youth and artistic subcultures. The prevention and management of graffiti vandalism is a
serious concern. Research is adamant that one key aspect of a graffiti reduction program is
rapid removal.
Council will implement a comprehensive and coordinated effort for graffiti removal across
all types of property in the Maitland LGA. Council undertakes regular graffiti removal as
part of its asset appearance and maintenance program. As part of the Maitland Community
Safety Plan, funding will be sought for establishment of a centralised graffiti management
system including tag register, graffiti incident database and website portal.
The graffiti management strategy incorporates a community education program advising
of the strategy, and providing advice to local residents on ways they can prevent graffiti on
their property, and clean it up more effectively. The education program will also promote
volunteer graffiti removal squads working in Maitland as a result of existing partnerships
between Council and local Rotary Clubs.
The objective of the graffiti removal strategies is to decrease the time period between the
reporting of graffiti vandalism to its removal. Benchmarks will be established in year 1, with
targets adjusted annually with the aim being to achieve a 72-hour removal period.

Graffiti vandalism creates a perception of risk and disorder

Maitland City Council Community Safety Plan 2013 - 2016 |
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3. DRINKING IN YOUTH SPACES
Maitland City Council currently has 7 skate park facilities within the LGA Police information
and anecdotal community evidence indicate these Council-provided youth spaces can be
associated with public and underage consumption of alcohol. Reducing underage drinking
in public spaces is one way of disrupting the established patterns of malicious damage in
Maitland.
Targeted compliance interventions at Youth Spaces
Youth spaces located in Central Maitland (two), Largs, Metford, Thornton, Woodberry and

Focus Group comments on alcohol
in the community:
“There is often drinking in the skate park near our home. The police need
to move these kids on”.
(Female, 41-50)

Rutherford have in 2012 been designated as Alcohol Prohibited Areas aims to reduce

“We need to better manage the pubs and clubs. They’re not the enemy it’s
those who drink too much and make a ruckus that are the problem”.

the level of alcohol consumption at skate park facilities across the LGA by facilitating

(Male, 21-30)

effective policing. A facilities audit conducted in conjunction with the Police LAC identified
that existing signage is inconsistent and current designations do not give police sufficient
powers to respond to alcohol consumption at each site. Designating each site as an Alcohol
Prohibited Area has provided Police the power to confiscate alcohol and move on offenders
under the Local Government Amendment Act 2010 (section 632A).

The ‘Drawing the Line’ project is a strategy to address this issue. Maitland City Council will
embed markers in the built environment (predominantly in footpaths) to indicate the 50 metre

Negotiations with the Police LAC will be undertaken to increase the frequency of random

line from a venue’s licensed area boundary. The markers will provide a tangible point to which

visitation to these sites through targeted compliance interventions.

venue security can direct excluded patrons and state the consequences (police action and a

The objective of this project is to reduce underage and public consumption of alcohol in
youth spaces. Reductions will be measured through lowered complaints of inappropriate
behaviour to Council, and reduced offences during targeted compliance interventions by

$550 on the spot fine). A promotional campaign will be developed aimed at increasing public
understanding of the law around failure to quit and the 50 metre exclusion zone (Liquor Act
2007).

police. The intended outcome is to enable more effective policing of youth space facilities in

The ‘Drawing the Line’ project is being undertaken in partnership with the Maitland Liquor

the LGA.

Accord, and has support from the Office of Liquor, Gaming and Racing’s Liquor Accord

4. DRAWING THE LINE –MANAGING INTOXICATION OUTSIDE VENUES

Delivery Unit. In conjunction with privately-funded late night security, and continued Police LAC
engagement, the Drawing the Line project will add another tool to the armoury of those trying

Alcohol-related antisocial behaviour within the city’s nightlife precincts can occur when

to manage alcohol consumption and its social impacts.

consumers become intoxicated. Consultation with licensees has identified that one issue

The ‘Drawing the Line’ project aims to reduce incidents of alcohol-related anti-social behaviour

they face is instructing intoxicated patrons to leave the vicinity. Failure to vacate the 50

around licensed premises. Reductions will be measured by licensed premises incident registers

metre vicinity of a licensed area when asked goes to the heart of managing alcohol-related

collated through the Maitland Liquor Accord. The expected outcome is an improved capacity for

disorder around licensed premises.

licensed premises to manage intoxicated persons in and around their venues.
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5. YOUTH SPACE ACTIVATION

6. COMMERCIAL PRECINCT YOUTH PROTOCOLS

Council is embarking on a program of youth space activation across the LGA. Youth spaces

A youth protocol is a resource developed in consultation with businesses and young people

are central to the lives of young people, but can be associated with illegitimate activities

to establish the foundations for safe interactions between all members of community within

that undermine their safety and amenity for the community. The focus of place activation is

commercial precincts and retail centres. A youth protocol acknowledges the centrality of

on ensuring the needs of diverse potential users are met, and encouraging the sustainable

commercial shopping precincts in the social lives of young people, but sets boundaries on

use of places by people as part of their daily life. In turn, research recognises that lively and

behaviour through a framework of rights and responsibilities.

well-populated places are enticing and safer.

Rutherford Commercial Precinct Youth Protocol

The ‘Rutherford Sessions’ was a 12-month series of afternoon and evening events aiming
to expand the range of legitimate uses of the Rutherford Youth Space, and promote young
people building positive associations and ownership. The Sessions involved a diversity of
recreational and cultural activities.

The Rutherford Commercial Precinct Youth Protocol forms a basis for developing common
ground between retailers and users of commercial spaces, while providing tools that
assist in addressing anti-social behaviour by young people in the commercial precinct. The
Rutherford Commercial Precinct Youth Protocol is a practical tool delivering information on

Following evaluation of the Rutherford Sessions pilot program, feasibility studies will
examine models and seek partners for the implementation of a city-wide youth space
activation program.

appropriate behaviour and consequences, and effective communication with young people.
Feasibility Studies and City-Wide Implementation
The objective of the youth protocol initiative is to provide tools assisting the negotiation
of issues arising within commercial retail centres. The success of the initiative will be
measured by take-up of the toolkit, review consultations with business owners and young
people, and reductions in the number of police calls regarding problem behaviour in
commercial precincts.
Following the evaluation of the Rutherford Commercial Precinct Youth Protocol, Maitland
City Council will undertake feasibility studies of other commercial centres in the LGA to
determine the opportunity for implementing youth protocols. Research and community
consultation will inform appropriate formats for modifying protocol tools, so as to develop
locally-specific approaches for a city-wide implementation program.

Breakdancing workshop at the Rutherford Youth Space
Maitland City Council Community Safety Plan 2013 - 2016 |
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7. THE ‘MAKING IT COUNT’ ADVOCACY INITIATIVE
Community consultation informing the Maitland Community Safety Plan has identified

The ‘Making it Count’ initiative will be developed in partnership with the Maitland Liquor

areas of social policy that Maitland City Council will seek to address through lobbying and

Accord, and has three elements:

advocacy. These social issues are beyond the sole influence of local government, and
demand a cross-sector collaborative position to attempt to generate progressive change.
An advocacy initiative constitutes primary crime prevention in seeking to influence and
reform policy to alter the socio-cultural conditions conducive to a particular pattern of
offending. The selected area of public policy concerns the detrimental social impacts of
high-density alcohol availability in the community.
Research demonstrates that the density of alcohol available in the community is linked to
antisocial behaviour and societal violence. This logic has seen recent and unprecedented
attention brought to bear on the role of licensed premises in the production of alcoholrelated social harms.

record the role of off-premises retail sales of alcohol (through bottle shops), across all
categories of offence, in the same manner as alcohol-linkage data.
2. To support and disseminate research examining the relationships between density of
alcohol availability within a community and levels and patterns of offending.
3. To lobby government to develop policy around the concentration and clustering of
alcohol availability as a criteria for assessment of all liquor licenses.
The ‘Making it Count’ advocacy initiative seeks to build upon the success of recent strategies
addressing supply of alcohol in licensed premises. Its program advocates for establishing a

The management of the supply and consumption of alcohol is a primary element of
harm minimisation. However, to date, the state government regulatory focus has been
overwhelmingly on the sale and consumption of alcohol in licensed venues.
The ‘Making it Count’ Initiative will seek to advocate for the expansion of this focus to all
categories of liquor license. Policy change in this area will enable governments and police to
capture the full picture of the role of alcohol in producing societal harm.

Maitland City Council Community Safety Plan 2013 - 2016 |
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more accurate and comprehensive understanding of the role of alcohol in communities.

A FOCUS ON DESIGNING OUT CRIME
In addition to the range of initiatives outlined in the crime prevention plan, Maitland City Council

CPTED REVIEW RECOMMENDATIONS

is undertaking to improve its Crime Prevention through Environmental Design strategy.
CPTED Policy and Strategic Framework
Crime Prevention through Environmental Design (CPTED) is an effective element in efforts
to reduce crime and anti-social behaviour. CPTED is one key way in which local government
can contribute to safer communities through a focus on the design, planning and structure
of our cities and neighbourhoods.

The preparation of a new CPTED Policy will clearly state Council’s commitment to
implementing best practice CPTED in pursuit of fostering safe and crime resilient
environments. A new CPTED strategic framework will outline the key areas and principles of
Council’s adopted CPTED processes.

CPTED focuses on addressing the role of the built and natural environment in the
propensity for a crime to occur in a given location. It is a framework for developing solutions

CPTED Development Control Plan

that reduce the opportunity for crime. CPTED is grounded in research demonstrating that

The primary instrument for ensuring that all new development complies with high CPTED

most crime is opportunistic, and that potential criminals rationally evaluate the likelihood of

standards is the addition of a CPTED chapter to the Development Control Plan (DCP).

success and failure before undertaking criminal activity. By increasing the risks associated

The CPTED DCP will establish criteria to ensure that all new development is appropriately

with crime; or by reducing the rewards of crime, it is possible to produce urban and natural

sensitive to crime prevention and community safety as a principle of good design.

environments that are more resilient to crime.

Staff CPTED Training Program

Maitland City Council has determined that an opportunity exists to further integrate the

Council will implement a CPTED staff training program across relevant sections of Council.

implementation of CPTED in the course of its regular design, planning and compliance

Designated staff will also receive specialised training through the Safer By Design course

functions.

offered by NSW Police. This training program will ensure appropriate levels of CPTED

Council has recently undertaken a comprehensive review of its internal processes. The
following recommendations have been designed to improve Maitland City Council’s capacity
to encourage and deliver safer and more crime resilient environments in our city.

knowledge and expertise across Council.
CPTED Asset Maintenance
Council will ensure that all new development meets the requirements of the CPTED DCP.
As Council built assets come up for maintenance, assessment for CPTED interventions will
occur in a timely and cost effective manner.
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WE MAKE MAITLAND SAFER TOGETHER
The Maitland Community Safety Plan 2013-2016 aims to reduce instances of malicious
damage that negatively impact upon on perceptions of safety and the public amenity
of our city. As part of this intention, it also addresses the associated issue of alcoholrelated anti-social behaviour.
A range of initiatives have been presented including the delivery of targeted programs,
social advocacy initiatives and the revision of Council’s approaches to encouraging
safer spaces and places. The diverse nature of these proposals is the key to their
effectiveness. Crime prevention works best when it is undertaken through a range of
methods and approaches.
While there are pockets of crime and instances of anti-social behaviour, crime data
analysis and community consultation show many key crime categories are stable, and
indeed some are falling. This is a powerful position from which to launch a Community
Safety Plan. There is always more to be done. It is the work of this Plan to further
reduce the opportunity for these unacceptable activities.
The initiatives outlined in this plan build collaborative relationships with various
community stakeholders, and highlight Council’s commitment to maintaining strong
partnerships with primary law enforcement agencies. Community safety is everyone’s
responsibility.
Maitland City Council endeavours to be a leader in community safety. Our aim is to
strengthen the community’s capacity to act in local ways to make a safer city. Through
the actions and commitments outlined in this plan we can work together to make
Maitland safer.
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COMMUNITY SAFETY PLAN ACTION SUMMARY TABLES
CRIME PREVENTION
INITIATIVE

MILESTONES

TIMEFRAME

FUNDING

RESPONSIBILITY

PERFORMANCE
MEASURES

Public Space CCTV System

Feasibility studies conducted

Years 1-3

Funding Required

Community and Recreation
Services

Installation and
implementation

Maitland Heritage Mall

Project final proposal developed
Infrastructure Planning

Project final proposal approved

Assets and Infrastructure

Funding secured
Installation of camera system

Number of positive
identifications of offenders
Number of offenders involved
in diversionary program
Reduced incidents of
malicious damage
User perceptions of
improved site safety

Progress reports
Public Space CCTV System

Safety audit reviewed

Rutherford Commercial
Precinct

Feasibility studies conducted
Project final proposal developed
Project final proposal approved
Funding secured

Funding Required

Community and Recreation
Services
Infrastructure Planning
Assets and Infrastructure

Installation and
implementation
Number of positive
identifications of offenders
Numbers participating in schoolbased education programs
Reduced incidents of
malicious damage
User perceptions of
improved site safety

Installation of camera system
Progress reports
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CRIME PREVENTION
INITIATIVE

MILESTONES

TIMEFRAME

FUNDING

RESPONSIBILITY

PERFORMANCE
MEASURES

Graffiti Management
System

Graffiti Management Plan
developed

Year 1-3

Infrastructure Projects and
Building Services Current
Budget

Infrastructure Projects and
Building Services

Number of project
partnerships established

Community and Recreation
Services

Number of graffiti incidents
responded to through
management system

Database system designed and
developed

Information Services

Number of tags registered in
database

Data input relationships agreed
with Police LAC

City Appearance

Number of positive
identifications of offenders

Stakeholder engagement and
project partnerships established

Website including tag register
developed

Number of repeat target sites
receiving CPTED audit

Website launched

Reduction in incidents of
graffiti vandalism in hotspot
areas

Annual evaluations conducted
Graffiti Removal Program
Community Education
Resource

Community consultation
conducted
Education resource developed
Education resource distributed
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Year 1

Infrastructure Projects and
Building Services Current
Budget

Infrastructure Projects and
Building Services
Community and Recreation
Services

Number of kits distributed

Community feedback

CRIME PREVENTION
INITIATIVE

MILESTONES

TIMEFRAME

FUNDING

RESPONSIBILITY

PERFORMANCE
MEASURES

Youth Protocols

Evaluation of Rutherford Youth
Protocol

Years 1-2

Community and Recreation
Services

Community and Recreation
Services

Number of businesses
participating in program

Current budget

Community consultation
conducted

Police reported reductions in
anti-social behaviour

City-wide implementation
feasibility report produced

User perceptions of improved
site safety

City-wide implementation
strategy approved

Number of participants
involved in consultations
Number of suitable
commercial precincts
identified

Youth Space Activation

Evaluative consultation of
Rutherford Sessions Pilot
Program conducted
City-wide Place Activation
Program Proposal developed

Year 1-3

Community and Recreation
Services
Current budget

Community and Recreation
Services

User perceptions of improved
engagement with RYS
Number of post-program
activities achieved at RYS

Key partnerships formed

Number of new sites included
in city-wide program

City-wide Place Activation
Program Implemented

Number of program
partnerships established

Progress reports

Number of events held
Numbers attending events
Community feedback
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CRIME PREVENTION
INITIATIVE

MILESTONES

Drinking in Youth Spaces

Agreement of intervention
Year 1-3
strategy finalised with Police LAC

Targeted Compliance
Interventions

TIMEFRAME

FUNDING

RESPONSIBILITY

PERFORMANCE
MEASURES

Police Action

Community and Recreation
Services

Number of targeted
compliance interventions
conducted /year

NSW Police Hunter LAC

Reduced number of liquor
offences recorded at
interventions

Community and Recreation
Services

Number of licensed premises
participating in scheme

Maitland Liquor Accord Inc.

Recorded use of markers in
venue incident registers

Implementation of targeted
compliance interventions
Annual review
Drawing the Line Project
Managing intoxication around
licensed premises

Site mapping completed

Year 1 and 2

Managing intoxication around
licensed premises

Maitland Liquor Accord
$12,000 and Community and
Recreation Services Current
Budget

Installation of 50 metre
boundary line markers

Decreased calls to police
regarding patron failure to
quit vicinity

Promotional campaign
conducted

User perceptions of
improved capacity to manage
intoxicated persons

Progress reports
‘Making it Count’ Initiative

Advocacy strategy established

Alcohol density in
communities

Years 2-3

Partnership and networking
activities
Nil cost

Advocacy initiatives undertaken
Annual reviews completed
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Maitland Liquor Accord Inc.

Number of partnerships
formed
Number of advocacy
interventions undertaken
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